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Bitsoft Webcam Wizard

Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Activation Code is a simple and easy-to-use software tool that help you capture snapshots from your webcam
and turn them into animated-GIF image file or image galleries. It can capture images from webcam, digital video, digital camera, TV
Tuner and other capture devices. Three capture mode including normal capture mode, continuous shooting mode and repeat shooting
mode allow you to make webcam snapshots like using a real camera. Capture JPG, BMP, GIF and other common image file types from
webcam. Capture frames from webcam as animated images or capture individual images from webcam and save them as JPEG, BMP,
GIF, PNG, TIFF, TGA or PNM image files. BitSoft Webcam Wizard Features: Capture images from web cam, digital video, digital
camera, TV Tuner and other capture devices. Set the capture image size, region, aspect ratio, the color depth and capture frame rate.
Adjust the output image resolution, flip, rotate, crop and resize. Save captured images to GIF, JPG, BMP, PNG, TIFF, TGA and other
image formats. Configure capture parameters and settings. View and edit captured images as preview. User-friendly interface, with all
the necessary options and settings clearly displayed. Easy to capture images from webcam, digital video and other capture devices with
just one click. Create animated images from webcam recordings. Simple and easy to operate without any professional knowledge. No
need to download any extra drivers or additional software. *capture from different capture devices, from video camera, webcam, audio
capture card, TV Tuner, etc. Create Webcam Slideshows Make webcams capture image in slideshow-format to make videos. Capture
images from webcam in the slideshow-format to make webcams. Capture Flash Video for IPhone Capture webcams, digital video, TV
Tuner and other capture devices in Flash Video format for viewing on IPhone. Store Flash Video on mobile phones so that you can
play them easily and quickly. Flash Video files can be played on IPhone and other mobile phones without any problem. Create
Webcam Slideshow Capture images from web cam, digital video, digital camera, TV Tuner and other capture devices in slideshow-
format and create webcams. Capture Webcam for IPhone Capture webcams, digital
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1.Keyboard Macro allow you to capture quick snapshots or create mini movies. 2.After captured, you can choose one of the following
option: a.Save video as AVI format b.Save video as MPEG format c.Save video as MP4 format 3.You can enable/disable functions
according to your needs. d.Set delay time after capturing each image. e.Set interval time after capturing each image. This program is a
web browser, image viewer, file manager, and HTML editor. This program can not work without registering. Click the following
Register button to register the program. Installation Instruction To run WebCamera Wizard, you need the following files:
A)WebCameraWizard.exe, WebCameraWizard.dat B)WebCameraWizard.ini, WebCameraWizard.dat
C)Setup_WebCameraWizard_v1.0.exe 1)Place WebCameraWizard.exe, WebCameraWizard.dat and
Setup_WebCameraWizard_v1.0.exe to the same directory. 2)Place WebCameraWizard.ini to the following folder: 3)Run
WebCameraWizard.exe 4)When the registration form appears, enter the registration code you receive in the email, and press "Submit"
button. After registration, click the "Configuration" button to create the following folders: WebCameraWizard will be updated with the
latest version automatically, and you can switch to the new version by running the Setup_WebCameraWizard_v1.0.exe program.
Operating Instruction WebCamera Wizard is designed for Windows 95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP operating systems. Basic Features You can
browse images on your computer in the picture viewer You can edit and view HTML files in HTML Editor You can browse images in
the gallery You can zoom in and zoom out of images You can add, edit and remove bookmark (function key) to show the web browser
to the web page you selected in the gallery You can access to the camera roll by pressing the F7 button (Windows 95/98) or F8 button
(NT/2000/XP) You can click images you have captured You can capture images from your webcam You can view your web cam in a
popup dialog You can use the horizontal scrollbar of the browser to 1d6a3396d6
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1. Create Snapshots by capturing from webcam Using Bitsoft Webcam Wizard, you can easily record your important moments,
personal identity and record movie in online activities. It supports Flash plugin, Java, NET and RealMedia to enable you to capture
video from your webcam and other capture devices. * You can use Bitsoft Webcam Wizard as a webcam monitoring tool. It can help
you capture the picture of real-time. And you can watch Webcam live and record at the same time. * You can use Bitsoft Webcam
Wizard as a virtual webcam for chatting, live video and video calls. * When you capture a picture, you can set the auto-save path to
save the snapshot images and use them to make the photo slide show. 2. Make animated-GIF image by editing snapshots Once the
snapshots are captured, you can import the images to Bitsoft Webcam Wizard. Then you can edit the image by trimming, cropping,
brightness adjustment and pixel-to-pixel cropping. And you can convert them to animated-GIF image file and share them on the Web.
* Trim image like you trim a photo with trimming function * Crop image like you crop a photo with crop function * Adjust brightness
and contrast of image * Pixel-to-pixel cropping like you cut the photo * Make animated-GIF picture by using the snapshot images. *
You can insert the pictures into each other and create picture slide show. 3. Make image gallery by using Snapshots The images you
have captured can be saved in different folders to save disk space. You can use the snapshot images for picture slideshow or printing.
The pictures can be shared on the Internet or added into your e-mail. The picture slideshows can be created by using the snapshot
images. * Snapshots can be saved to different directories to save disk space * Add snapshots into existing picture slide show to make
picture slideshow * Share your snapshot photos on the Internet or share them on a CD * You can add the snapshot pictures into existing
picture slide show * Share your snapshot photos on a CD * Open the snapshot folders to view snapshots * Share your picture slideshow
on the Internet or send them by e-mail * Update snapshots when you change the images or create new ones * You can create a snapshot
slideshow in a very easy way * You can preview and use snapshot images in the picture slide show * You can import a

What's New In?

Capture images from your webcam and record the video into image files or image galleries. Capture images with webcam while
viewing real-time video of your webcam. Adjust image size, resolution, color, brightness and contrast of image files or image galleries.
Convert captured images into animated-GIF image files. Set webcam filter to change the color, saturation, brightness and contrast of
captured images. Create and save JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, PBM, PCX, JPG2000, and JPEG2000 image files. Convert images from
video to image. Preview captured images before saving them. Supports over 300 capture devices. Windows 95/98/2000/XP/Vista
compatible. 1. Put the web camera on top of the software window. 2. Select the webcam you want to capture images from by clicking
the pull down menu bar and selecting a webcam model. The model list is updated by the software every time you open it, and you can
use the pull down menu to choose your webcams. 3. Click the "capture" button to start recording images or video to the selected
capture device. 4. You can control the camera in real-time while capturing, and the images are saved on your computer as a series of
JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, PCX, JPG2000, and JPEG2000 image files according to your preferences. 5. You can change the image size,
brightness, contrast, saturation, and color of your captured images by clicking the "adjust" menu. 6. View the captured images by
clicking the "view" menu. 7. You can save captured images to your computer as JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, PCX, JPG2000, and
JPEG2000 image files. 8. You can adjust the contrast, brightness, saturation, and color of your images with the menu. Latest Version:
3.0.7 License: Free (GNU General Public License) Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam
Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard
Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot
Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft
Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam
Wizard Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Screenshot Bitsoft Webcam Wizard Bitsoft
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System Requirements For Bitsoft Webcam Wizard:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista (64-bit) Processor: AMD Athlon X2 (Dual Core) or Intel Core i3 Memory: 4 GB Graphics: ATI HD
5000, NVIDIA GTS 450 Hard Drive: 25 GB Recommended: OS: Windows 7 (64-bit) Processor: AMD FX-9590, Intel Core i7
Memory: 8 GB Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 7000 Series or NVIDIA GTX 700 Series Hard Drive: 30 GB At least 30
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